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Caron with Brightman
the lecture hall was abuzz as

the students filed, into Sandy
Caron’s class. They knew

there would be a guest lecturer, but few
were prepared for who walked through

the door.

At first the woman appeared shy and
hesitant. Dressed in a long calico gown

‘That’s Sandy Caron,” one student

In the two years that Caron has been

said incredulously to another as the lec

on campus, she has made a name for

ture began. Quickly, a low murmur

herself among students as a good teach

floated up as other students throughout

er. Critics will argue that it has to do

the lecture hall realized that the guest

with the subject matter of Caron’s

lecturer was indeed their assistant pro

courses - human sexuality and family

fessor of human development. Then,

relationships. They argue that “gim

they settled in in rapt attention as the

micks,” such as dressing up in charac

colonial character told them of her life in

ter and using other unconventional

the 18th century - the children (25 per

methods to teach a class, are not what

cent) who died of small pox before age

good teaching is all about. And how

21, the one in 30 women who died in

could any educator who spends so much

childbirth, the homes, clothing, commu

time thinking up “imaginative” teaching

and bonnet, she told the students she

nities and family relationships of the

methods have any devotion to serious

was there to “acquaint" them with the

time.

research?

The colonial character is a teaching
ways offamily life as she knew them -

back in the 1700s.

But by meeting Caron, one begins to

aid (or aide). She appears before the 350

understand why the students pack the

students in the class on family relation

lecture halls of her classes when atten

ships to make a point, to spark their

dance is not mandatory, why she gets

imaginations, to get their attention, to

glowing evaluations from students who

make them think. And it works.

have enrolled in her classes, and why
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students equate her with good teaching.
Most recently, Caron’s human sexuality

course was cited as one of the top three
recommended courses at UM in Lisa
Bimbach’s New and Improved College

Book, (1990, Prentice Hall Press).
The 33-year-old Caron is an outgo

ing, high-energy teacher who is deeply

devoted to students. She also is a seri
ous researcher whose interests center
around sexuality education, contracep

tives and AIDS. A nationally recognized
consultant on peer sexuality program

ming, a contract for her first book on the

subject will be signed this fall.
It is quickly obvious that Caron

brings her life experiences whether per

sonal or gained through teaching and
research - into her courses. She is

moved by her students and they by her.
She has firm faith in their potential -

and their rights to be unique. She also is
not afraid to break with tradition, yet
she is fully aware of the educational

basics that must be in place.
She teaches lessons that last life
times.

“I took this course because my mom

had taken it and really enjoyed it,” wrote

one student in an evaluation of Caron’s

class. “I was also interested because my
high school had never had a class like
this. I changed my major because of
Sandy.”
“Dr. Caron is innovative, exciting,
interesting and fun,” wrote another stu

dent on an evaluation. “She is by far the

best professor that I have had at UM.”
“This was one of the best classes I’ve

ever taken,” said another. “It contains
information which is applicable to your

entire life.”

elling a story through a

T

character “allows me to

bring up issues in an easy

and accessible way that

otherwise may be difficult for students

to comprehend,” explained Caron. “It
calls attention to other dimensions they
do not see and increases their empathy.

I want the students to value and really
think about the basic issues that are so

students are the future teachers, doc

vs. extended family relationships. In

important.

tors, lawyers and television producers.

CHF 200: Family Interaction, issues of

They are going to be in key leadership

abuse, divorce, AIDS and its impact on

said Caron. “I believe we truly need to

roles someday. If they get to think about

the family, step-parenting and parenting

address our relationships with others.

some of these issues, they will go and

are explored. In addition, Caron engages

Much of what I teach has to do with the

make a difference.”

the more than 300 students in a

“It’s not just a job. I have a mission,”

ability to connect with each other. I have
long, strong feelings about that. These
Maine Perspective Centerpiece

The “issues” go far beyond human

anatomy in sex education and nuclear

semester-long project. Students are
paired up and assigned an imaginary

efore the class, I give students

B

voluntary confidential surveys

to fill out to find out the

issues that are important to

them,” said Caron. “It is touching and

sad to read of so many with incestuous
and other negative experiences in their

lives.”

In CHF 352: Strategies for Family
Intervention, required reading includes a

Sunday newspaper each week from a
major city in the country. The child and
family studies majors not only have to
read and report on relevant family

issues-oriented news as reported around
the country, but also fine-tune their

resumes and get an idea of the national
job market.

In CHF 351: Human Sexuality, topics
include: “Female Sexuality: All About
Eve,” “Male Sexuality: Can Sex and

Intimacy Sleep Together and Still
Respect Each Other in the Morning?”

‘Teen Pregnancy: Children Having
Children,” “Sexually Transmitted
Diseases: High-Risk College Life,”

“Gay/Lesbian Issues: Ten Percent
Review,” “Incest: Kiss Daddy Goodnight,”

“Date Rape: Why Rhett Didn’t Give a

Damn,” and “How Can You Tell If You’re

Really in Love?” The course ends with a
look at the future, and calls upon stu
dents to come to terms with their own

raised by the problems, and
research related articles in

the library. There’s also

sexuality.

Caron often uses music, film clips
and even “clip art” to introduce subjects

role-playing such as in

to be discussed in class, peak students’

“The Dated Game” and

interest and to illustrate the portrayal of

“The New Improved Dating

such themes as fatherhood, love and

Game,” contrasting ques

romance by artists and the media. And

tions like: “If you picked

then there are her characters, each of

me up for a date, what

whom may sound wacky at the onset,

kind of transportation

but who come to the podium bearing

would you use?” to “Tell me

important messages and engage the stu

about your ability to make

dents in dialogue.

a commitment with another

person and what are you

Queen Victoria relates the social

mores of her era while Virginia Johnson

looking for in a relation

of Masters and Johnson fame talks of

ship?”

her research, and Margaret Sanger dis

In addition to the text,

cusses her historic stand on birth con

students have lighter read

trol that repeatedly resulted in jailtime.

ing with the humor of Erma

There is Barbie, a teen who is 8 weeks

couple to study. Each week, the imagi

Bombeck’s “Family - The Ties that Bind

pregnant who, along with her mother

nary couples - both heterosexual and

and Gag.”

and teacher, explore with the students

homosexual - are faced with “problems”

“We talk about the things they need

the questions of why she’s pregnant and

in such areas as sexuality, work, par

to be thinking of,” said Caron. “And

enting, crisis/conflict, separation,

most classes are interactive with the

said, “to help students understand when

divorce and death. The students, work

idea of getting them to think as they

they read statistics in the textbooks

ing together, have to write weekly

play the roles. I’m trying to stimulate

about teen pregnancy that it’s not that

reports summarizing the issues

thinking so they’ll want to learn more.

simple.” Harriet is one of Caron’s newest

who’s to blame. It is an effort, Caron
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characters. She is an 85-year-old

sion shows addressing sexuality, and

woman living in a nursing home who

her research was taking off.

pulls out a photo album and tells the

The summer before being offered a

students about her life, including how

job at her alma mater, Caron’s partner

people now treat her. "She points up the

died of AIDS.

need for elders to connect - to touch,
love, have their desires met.”

Sigmund Freud may be next, Caron

said.
Caron’s first character “appeared”

“I was already involved in AIDS edu

The workshops, presented primarily

to students in residence halls and to fra
ternities and sororities, have been
dubbed “Sex at 7.” Since January 1989,
again at the request of students, she has

been writing a weekly column called

cation and research when he died,” said

“Sex Matters” in response to a variety of

Caron. “His death gave me a personal

student questions, including the most

perspective.”

The pace at which Caron pursues her

asked questions about love and dating.
And her newest group: Athletes for

almost three years ago at the Summer

career - and her life - shows no sign of

Sexual Responsibility, training athletes

Workshop on Sexuality, Cavenovia, N.Y.

slowing. At UM. in addition to her teach

to conduct workshops on sexuality

where Caron has been on faculty for six

ing and research efforts, Caron is a

issues.

years. Caron has been using such char

member of 10 on-campus and three

acterization in her teaching for the past

statewide boards and committees. She is

number of research projects, including a

two years at UM. Caron admits she is no

the chair of the AIDS Commission for

survey of attitudes and use of condoms

actress, and even after two years she

the National Council on Family

among first-year students; survey of

still gets nervous appearing in costume.

Relations, and co-chair of the National

family life/sex education in Maine’s mid

But she is determined that something

Coalition on AIDS and Families.

dle and high schools; evaluation of

must be done to get students’ attention,

Three nights a week, she conducts

All the while, she is in the midst of a

Family Planning’s parent sex education

and therefore help them learn. In an

workshops at the request of students on

electronic age in which young people are

a variety of subject matters - from AIDS

“closeting” on the internal characteris

bombarded by sights and sounds, lec

and birth control to how to be a better

tics of a lesbian relationship; and a

turing behind a podium class after class

lover and “everything you always wanted

study of HIV positive individuals, and

is not the answer, according to Caron.

to ask the other sex but never dared.”

how AIDS is affecting their lives.

They are innovative tactics that can

programming; a study of the effects of

“I feel fortunate to be at this campus,

be used in teaching any course, Caron

at this University,” said Caron. ‘There

said.

are so many good minds and so many

“Some of my best teachers have been

people interested in good research. I’m

students,” said Caron. “Being in touch

particularly aware of some of the fine

with them helps me teach. Being faculty

work of people in my own School (of

in residence with students (for two years

Human Development). It’s a joy to work

at Hancock Hall and now as live-in advi

with these people.”

sor for Pi Beta Phi sorority) I see what

This year for the third year, Caron

they’re dealing with. In addition, I grew

addressed the first-year students during

up here. When the students talk about

fall orientation. She talks to them about

life ‘down home’ (in Maine), I understand

college dating relationships. And she

because I have lived it.”

talks about her philosophy.

Caron is a Brewer native who

“I want to encourage and help them

received her bachelor’s and master’s

broaden their acceptance of human

degrees from the University of Maine in

diversity, both in themselves and oth

1979 and 1982 respectively, and her

ers,” she said. “And, from there, to move

Ph.D. at Syracuse University in 1986.

to an appreciation of their own unique

It was at UM that Caron met the man

who would be her friend, mentor and
inspiration - the late Lloyd Brightman,

UM professor of human development
and education. “All of us see better for
standing on the shoulders of those who

went before, whose work lights our
way,” Caron said. “I’m particularly grate
ful to Dr. Lloyd Brightman. not only for

his brilliant work and teaching, but for
his personal encouragement.”
In the six years that she was gone
from Maine, Caron succeeded in creat

ing a model peer sexuality program and
became recognized as a national consul
tant, she had her own radio and televi
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ness.”

